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Cervical acid phosphatase: A biomarker of
cervical dysplasia and a potential surrogate
endpoint for colposcopy
1

Olivera Markovic and Nenad Markovic ∗
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Abstract. Background: In 2000, cervical acid phosphatase (CAP) has been recently described as a biomarker labeling abnormal
squamous cells on Pap smears (USPTO #6,143,512). The enzyme activity is presented as a red, granular deposit on a modified
Papanicolaou background. This unique property was utilized for development of MarkPap technology intended for cervical
cancer screening.
Material/patients & methods: We conduct a multicenter, random assignment, assessor blinded, 2-group (test and control), splitsample designed clinical trial on 1,500 subject/specimens to assess safety and efficacy of the new test, in comparison with the
control, for cervical cancer screening in standard Pap test environment. Safety is measured with frequency, severity and relation
of adverse events. Efficacy is measured with primary endpoints (portion of positive/abnormal specimens detected, and the false
negative rate). At the end of the follow-up period (two years) when the study will be completed, other efficacy endpoints such
as accuracy (sensitivity/specificity) and predictive values will be added to the method evaluation. Here we present in interim
analysis.
Results: In April 2003, the recruitment was completed and the first twelve hundred cases have been evaluated. There was no
serious or related adverse event in both groups. Minor, unrelated adverse events were rare and insignificantly distributed in both
groups.
Primary endpoints: A: Portion of positive/abnormal specimens detected: Pe (new test) = 0.166, Ps (Pap control): 0.082; Ps’
(ACS reported value for US in year 2000): 0.07. Pe  Ps + δ, for δ = 0.5Ps. B. False negative rate: Pe = 0.05, Ps’ = 0.10.
Confidence intervals: 95% CI: Test [0.148–0.193], Pap control [0.068–0.098]. OR = 2.26. χ2 = 40.69101 is greater than the
critical value of 3.841 (P < 0.01).
Conclusion: We concluded that CAP had added to visibility of Pap test and has enabled cytoscreeners to significantly improve the
detection of positive/abnormal specimens and reduce false negative rate. We discuss this unique property of CAP with emphasis
on using it as a surrogate endpoint for colposcopy and eventual removal of a cervical lesion that, if untreated, could progress into
cancer.
Keywords: Biomarker, acid phosphatase, Pap test, cervical cancer, cancer prevention, in vitro diagnostics, medical device,
surrogate endpoint
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1. Introduction
Pap test was introduced by George Papanicolaou in
1948. The American Cancer Society (ACS) introduced
and promoted the Pap test as a screening method for
detecting women at risk for cervical cancer. Application of this test in the US resulted in a dramatic reduction of mortality from 11 to 3 (>70%). Similar effects
were seen worldwide in countries where this test had
been made available. More than 50-M Pap tests are
performed annually in the US, with 3.5-M (7%) being
classified as positive/abnormal. However, there are still
4,500 deaths and 13,000 new cervical cancer cases each
year [1]. Studies have shown that 20% of new cancer
cases in the US have never had or had a negative Pap test
within 3–5 years before disease progress [2,24]. The
high false negative rate (>10%) is the major obstacle of
Pap test, otherwise the most successful cancer screening test available [1]. This problem persists in spite of
recent improvements of Pap test achieved with introduction of liquid-based Pap (LBP) technology [3], automation, HPV testing [4], and better interpretation of
results [5]. According to the US Census 2000, among
more than 140-M women living in this country, about
100-M are eligible for Pap test. Failures (if permitting
cancer to occur in the presence of Pap test can be considered a failure) have occurred among 50-M women
who did not chose to have the Pap test checkup, and
among the 43-M women who had negative/normal Pap
test results. How to find 13,000 among 43-M Pap negative women? How to avoid missing 1,300 abnormal
specimens only to find them later as false negatives?
Obviously, a more sensitive screening test is needed or
a more thorough rescreening of all negative/normal primary screening should be implemented [22]. A highly
sensitive test generates many false positives. Therefore,
to avoid false alarms and consequences, another, more
specific test must be included in the same screening
procedure. Why not the Pap test itself?
Between 1960 and 1980, few articles in medical literature described the presence of intracellular acid phos-

phatase activity in cervical cancer [6,7], and in vaginal
secretions originating from 44 patients suffering from
cervical and uterine cancer [8]. This information has
never reached major reference cytology books, probably because normal female genital epithelium does not
contain acid phosphatase, while detecting this enzyme
in vaginal fluids has been used in forensic medicine as
an indicator of seminal acid phosphatase [9]. There
was no other data in the literature, and cervical acid
phosphatase was unnoticed by the scientific community, until 1997 when Markovics raised the question
whether this enzyme could play a more important role
for detecting cervical dysplasia on Pap smears, and
could assist for reducing false-negative readings [10].
Since the description of the new Cervical Acid
Phosphatase–Papanicolaou Test (CAP-PAP Test, trademark MARK-PAPTM ) for visualization of cervical acid
phosphatase (CAP) inside abnormal cervical cells on
Pap smears [9], it has become possible to explore the
nature of this enzyme as a biomarker for cervical dysplasia, and as a possible surrogate endpoint for detection of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN).
This article is to discuss evidence, collected at an interim analysis (April 2003) of an ongoing clinical laboratory trial. Data is in favour of CAP playing more important role in cervical pathology than it was previously
anticipated [11,12].

2. Cervical Acid Phosphatase as a biomarker
The MARK-PAP Test (MPT from now on) is a
single-slide, double-staining procedure for demonstration of CAP on the background of a modified Papanicolaou staining. Details of the method are described elsewhere [13]. Overall, MPT is an in vitro diagnostic assay based on chemical reaction (catalysis of phosphate
hydrolysis from an aromatic moiety and a simultaneous
coupling of this aromatic ring with a diazonium salt)
for visualization of the enzyme, and on a modified Papanicolaou staining for visualization of cell morphology. The enzyme activity is presented as a brilliant red
intracellular deposit at sites of enzyme activity (Fig. 1:
MARK-PAP Test Images).
The fact that CAP is not present in normal cervical epithelium, as already described by others [6–8],
makes the appearance of this pigment in squamous
cells a biomarker of cervical cells abnormality. On
MPT slides, acid phosphatase activity is also present
in monocytes (smears) and endocervical cells (mono-
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Fig. 1. Mark-Pap test images 1. COMBO control slide. HeLa cells contain CAP (red granular deposit inside cytoplasm). 2. CAP positive
abnormal cervical squamous cells surrounded with two CAP negative normally looking cervical squamous cells. 3. HPV infected, CAP positive,
abnormal cervical squamous cell. 4. CAP negative, normal cervical squamous cells.

layers) that serve as internal controls for adequacy of
staining and sampling.
Upon our experience from evaluation of 1,500 specimens, CAP is always absent in normal-looking squamous cells, and present in abnormal squamous cells
(Fig. 1; 2–3). Since abnormal squamous cells are cytological evidence of cervical dysplasia, finding CAP
positive squamous cells on Pap smears or LBP monolayers should have the same effect. At this moment,
we consider CAP alone as a biomarker for guiding cytoscreeners’ attention, while the interpretation depends
upon cytological characteristics of cells stained (in the
same procedure) with a modified Papanicolaou technique. For interpretation of findings we recommend
the 2001 Bethesda System (Fig. 1; 2–4).
A method that relies on cell characteristics needs
reliable standards for quality control and quality assurance. Searching for an external standard, we have
found abundant CAP activity in HeLa cell line cells
(Kemp Biotechnologies, Frederick, Maryland) [12,15].
We combined this cell line with freshly prepared buccal cells to produce an external standard for CAP activity (HeLa cells) and for cytological staining (buccal
cells). The resulting COMBO control slides (Fig. 1; 1),
are included in the BioSciCon’s MarkPap Research
Kit (Ricca Chemical Company, Arlington, TX). Using these external and internal standards we became
convinced that our results are reliable and that CAP
indeed is a selective biomarker for abnormal cervical
cells [12].

3. CAP biomarker for improvement of cervical
cancer screening
CAP-PAP test (now MPT) was designed to combine
the sensitivity of a chemical marker of cell pathology,
with the specificity of Papanicolaou-based staining of
cytology, and to produce a test that will be more sensitive than Pap test alone, but will keep the Pap test
specificity. This concept was tested in clinical laboratory trials, where the new test was compared with the
standard Pap test used for cervical cancer screening.
The BioSciCon sponsored, and NCI-NIH-SBIR
(Phase-1 and Phase-2) funded project CAP-PAP Test
for Cervical Cancer Screening is a clinical laboratory
trial with objectives to assess safety and efficacy of
MPT, our new biomarker-based technology, to assist
cytoscreeners to improve their own sensitivity for detecting abnormal cervical cells, thus, to reduce false
negative results of the Pap test [12].
3.1. Study design
Multicenter (seven clinical and two laboratory sites
participating as contract research organizations), assignment per order of arrival at each site, split-sample
design, assessors blinded, 2-group study (test versus
control) to assess the accuracy (sensitivity/specificity)
of the new test in comparison with the control (Pap
smear or ThinPrep Pap) to select abnormal/positive
from normal/negative specimens obtained from 1,500
healthy women who were referred to doctor’s offices
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for regular Pap test checkup, and who agreed to participate in this research signing an IRB approved informed
consent. Interim analyses were designed to assess the
trend of efficacy in comparison with historical control.
Failure to maintain improving sensitivity for at least
30% (level of clinical significance) at any month since
the beginning would have resulted in study closure.

– At the same 2nd level, a (cyto)pathologist reviews
all positive/abnormal slides and false negatives
and, using the Bethesda System, gives the interpretation of the clinical condition. This is the final
result of screening. Data from LCRF were filed
into a Laboratory dbase (Excel).
3.3. Data analysis

3.2. Data acquisition
Cervical specimens were obtained at doctor’s offices
as Pap smears or placed in cell preservative solution
for liquid-based Pap (LBP), and sent to laboratory for
processing. Each clinical site had to maintain a Clinical Case Report (CCRF) Form for recording the most
relevant information for participants at baseline, and
the follow-up (two years). Information from CCRF,
including the Pap test results, colposcopy assessment,
biopsy and histology results, were later filed into a
Clinical dbase (Excel).
At laboratory sites, specimens were split and samples
were designated for research and for regular Pap test
processing.
The conventional Pap test procedure was used for
processing and evaluating control samples obtained as
smears, and the ThinPrep Pap test was used for samples obtained in solution (LBP). Because the control
samples were part of the regular health care service
(Pap test checkup), the laboratory returned those results immediately to the clinical sites. MarkPap test
procedure was used for all research samples. A special
Laboratory Case Report Form (LCRF) was established
to record results of screening. Assessors of research
samples were blinded for results of control samples
evaluation and vice versa. Assessors blinding was fully
implemented to prevent bias of assessment.
The study protocol includes 2-level evaluation of
each research slide.
– At the 1st level, a cytotechnologist examines all
slides using MPT criteria: monocyte positive – adequate staining; one squamous cell CAP positive –
the slide goes to pathologist for review; all squamous cells negative – slide goes to supervisory
cytotechnologist for rescreening. Primary screening selects CAP positive/abnormal from negative/normal.
– At the 2nd level, the supervisory cytotechnologist
rescreens all negative/normal slides and verifies
primary screening or detects false negative slides
and refers them to the pathologist.

In April 2003, the clinical and the laboratory dbase
were still separated. We have analyzed them as being
independent.
a. Primary efficacy endpoint
The April 2003, Interim Analysis found 1,288 subjects enrolled in the Intent-to-Test (ITT) population.
This number represents 86% of the planned sample
size (1,500 subjects). Each specimen was split in two
and 2,396 samples were processed. Control samples
were completed immediately. ThinPrep procedure was
used on 25% and Pap smear procedure on 75% of
control specimens. All MPT specimens were sent to
cytoscreeners for 2-level evaluation. By April 2003,
laboratory dbase contained information on 1,088 MPT
slides (P-P, per protocol population), but the clinical
dbase contained 1,288 Pap test results (ITT) reported
to clinical sites.
The primary efficacy endpoint was the portion of positive/abnormal slides detected by either method. Performance was measured by the final result of screening.
The threshold was on ASCUS (TBS classification) or
AS-US (2001 BS classification). In MPT group, this
portion was 16.6% (Pe = 0.166). In the control group
this portion was 8.2% (Ps = 0.082). The Pap test detected portion of positive/abnormal slides was higher
than the ACS reported standard for US general population (7%), probably because of the addition of the ThinPrep controls that are known to be more sensitive [22].
We tested the null hypothesis of equivalence versus a
hypothesis of superiority as an alternative. We defined
superiority as a 30% or more increase of detection, but
we targeted 50%. The results confirmed the superiority:
H0 : [Pe − Ps]  δ, for δ  0.5Ps (targeted) or 0.3Ps
(acceptable).
HA : Pe  Ps + δ, for δ  0.5Ps (targeted) or 0.3Ps
(acceptable).
Results: Superiority accepted: 0.166  (0.082 +
0.024)  (0.082 + 0.041).
Equivalence rejected: [0.166 − 0.082] = 0.084 
0.0246 or 0.041.
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SCREENING:
PRIMARY, RESCREEN,
REVIEW;
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2001 BS

RESULT,
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(SIMULATED)
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CLINICAL ACTION

CYTOLOGICAL
DIAGNOSIS

CYTOLOGICAL
DIAGNOSIS

T1[+]; T1[-], T1[?]

T0[+]; T0[-], T0[?]

Tt[+]; T t[-], Tt[?]

CLINICAL
OUTCOME
(REAL)
Tc[+]; T c[-], Tc[?]

ADJUFICATION
(TP, TN)

DATABASE— STATISTICAL ANALYSIS --INFERENCE

Fig. 2. Split-sample specimen evaluation design for stydy CPS for LBP.

Because historical control (US rates for 2000) was
0.07, we conclude that MARK-PAP TEST could
indeed increase the number of detected true positive/abnormal specimens.

b. Secondary efficacy endpoints for independent
groups
In this interim analysis we compared the results of
reading the test and the control group but as the study
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Table 1
Comparison of screening results between test and control group∗
Mark-Pap test
N (subjects)
Positive/abnormal
Negative/normal
Relative Risk
95%CI
95%CI-difference
Odds Ratio
χ2 test
∗ April

Number
1,088
181
882
0.205

PAP
Percent
100
16.6
81.1
–

Number
1,286
106
1167
0.091

Percent
100
8.2
90.7
–

0.148–0.193
(α = 0.05; df = 1)

0.068–0.098
0.060–0.114
2.26
Critical value: 3,841
Σ (O − E)2 /E = 40.69
P = 0.000000002

2003, Report.

samples came from independent specimens (Table 1).
Data were provided from the laboratory and the clinical
dbase without coded connectors.
This table indicates that there is a significant difference between cytotechnologist’s ability to detect abnormal slides using the new and the control methods
for screening. According to this data, the new method
is much more sensitive.
c. Decision tree analysis
We have also used a Decision Tree Model to plot
screening data [18]. This model simulates the real-life
Pap test screening procedures and provides an opportunity for plotting previous (historic) probabilities. The
use of this model permitted regular monitoring of the
study progress via interim analyses of endpoints in independent groups (test and control before un-blinding
at the end of the study). Results of screening 1,088
MPT specimens were plotted in the following model.
In comparison with the control Pap test (numbers in
green boxes), MPT has shown:
A. Increased sensitivity of primary screening as evidenced with:
– Doubling the portion of positive/abnormal
slides referred to pathologist (27%: 12%)
– Reduction in the portion of false negative slides
found at rescreening (5%: 10%)
– Increase of the portion of disease positive
slides (true positive) identified by pathologists
(16.6%: 8.2%)
– Elimination of false positive primary screening
by the pathologist (WNL: 3%; BCC or benign:
11%)
Obviously, these effects were related to better visibility of abnormal cells that were labeled with
CAP. False alarms were prevented by the second
level evaluation using the Bethesda System criteria.

B. Reduced screening time.
Another advantage of using biomarker for quick
detection of abnormal cells, was a significant reduction of screening time. Primary screening
time was reduced from 6 to 3 min per slide, and
rescreen was usually performed for slightly above
1 min per slide [19]. This speed makes 2-level
screening, or rapid rescreen of all negative slides
an easy and inexpensive task.
d. Safety issues
We assessed safety as frequency of related adverse
events. In vitro diagnostic devices do not have direct contact with humans, therefore, breach of privacy
(identification of subjects), un-blinding of assessors,
laboratory accidents and similar constitute probable adverse events. None of them was reported until now.
Minor bleeding occurred in 2% and was related to specimen sampling for Pap test. Additional work for preparation of research specimens did not affect subjects.
We conclude that the study design was safe and the
compliance with protocol has been sufficient to prevent
any of expected adverse events to occur.

4. Surrogate endpoint for cervical dysplasia
In this report, we have shown some evidence in favor
that the new marker of cervical cells abnormality (better sensitivity) combined with the conventional Papanicolaou staining (sustained specificity), should be superior to the conventional staining-alone for early detection of conditions that may evolve into cervical cancer;
consequently, for a timely removal of suspect cervical
lesions. [1,9] Having shown the selective labelling of
abnormal squamous cells with acid phosphatase, we
have confirmed the early works of Gross and Kinzie,
Malvi and Sirsat, Panazzolo et al. [6–8].
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Pap
1.0

BENIGN

117

BCC

117

WNL

.27

Negative
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.12

.44

29
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29
.01

unsat
NFS

296

RW

NFS + FN

4

.082

331
FN

35

TP

146

.55
Positive
181

.17

Fig. 3. Laboratory site report – April 2003: MPT Quality Control evaluation and Pap test results. Legend: PS = primary screening
(cytotechnologist). RS = rescreening (supervisory cytotechnologist). RW = review (pathologist). Green boxes = prior probabilities (established
in the same laboratory for the same population but using the Pap test only). NFS = need further screening (positive/abnormal sent to the reviewer
for cytological evaluation). NRI = no review indicated (negative sent to rescreener for verification). FN = false negative, missed NFS found at
100% rescreen. FP = false positive detected as WNL at review. TP = true positive, determined as ASCUS and above by the reviewer. TN =
true negative, determined as benign by the reviewer and NRI verified by the rescreener.

With regard to screening for cervical cancer and the
Pap test obstacles with the false negative rates, we
would like to point that our study shows a false negative rate of 4–5% while the reference controls show
10% for Pap test overall [2], 13% for ThinPrep [22] or
18% for conventional Pap smears [23]. Better visibility
of abnormal cells on slides is an obvious advantage of
using a biomarker such as CAP.
The goal of this report was to indicate to cervical acid
phosphatase as to a neglected biomarker with potentials in cervical cancer screening. When the trail will
be over, the screening results will be compared with
cytological standard verified with colposcopy/biopsy
and histology, and with clinical outcomes (disease absence/progression within two years). We expect the
final results to confirm this initial favourable data.
In our study CAP was selectively seen in abnormal
squamous cells, its presence significantly increased the
portion of detected positive/abnormal specimens and
reduced the false negative rates. It was achieved when
Pap-based Bethesda System terminology was used for
evaluation of clinical condition indicated as abnormal
with CAP presence. It is too early to discuss whether
CAP alone could be of use for cervical cancer screen-

ing. However, we believe, it would be soon a rewarding challenge (for us and for others) to explore whether
cervical acid phosphatase has the potentials to become
a surrogate endpoint for making clinical decisions on
who should be referred to further diagnostic procedures
intended for elimination of early cervical lesions that
could progress into cancer.
To initiate this discussion we are presenting our
views on this issue. At this moment, our data show that
CAP has at least two of three characteristics required
for surrogate endpoints [20].
– On MPT specimens, cervical acid phosphatase detects cells with abnormalities indicative of cervical intra-epithelial neoplasia (CIN). The presence
of this lesion is a well-established risk factor for
cervical cancer [1,21].
– The MARK-PAP Test (with accessories) clearly
describes procedures for visualization of cervical
acid phosphatase inside abnormal cervical cells,
provides tools (reagents, controls and instructions)
for achieving this goal, and criteria for converting
cytological findings into clinical actions [12,15].
At this moment, we do not have enough knowledge
of the relation between cervical acid phosphatase and
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the clinical outcomes to recommend this enzyme as a
surrogate endpoint for surgery, but we are accumulating evidence that could provide better information on
the real value of cervical acid phosphatase as a surrogate endpoint to indicate necessity for further screening
(colposcopy and biopsy/histology).

5. Conclusion & prospective
We present evidence accumulated within a predetermined interim period of our clinical trial. This evidence is in support of CAP being an efficient biomarker
for enhancing visibility of abnormal squamous cells
on Pap smears and monolayers of LBP. This new test
that allows simultaneous visualization of the new CAP
marker and cell morphology, has been found superior
to Pap test-alone for detecting cervical specimens with
epithelial cell abnormalities.
Data are indicative that CAP, when more evidence
is available, could be considered as a surrogate endpoint for clinical decision to refer a test positive subject
to colposcopy and further diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures for prevention of cervical cancer.
If and when CAP became considered as a surrogate
endpoint, an entirely new approach to cervical cancer
screening might be considered: search for methods to
detect cervical acid phosphatase in vaginal secretions
including, but not limited to immunological, biochemical and molecular methods.
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